
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a principal product management.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for principal product management

Highly supportive and “bought in” leadership environment
Drive product strategy for on-premise and cloud-based sensitive data
discovery and data masking products
Work with product team to develop user stories, UI mock-ups
Prepare content for core go-to-market tools including sales presentations,
data sheets, whitepapers, FAQs and competitive sales guides
Work with consultants and application development to create and package
masking solutions for packaged applications
Employ cloud best practices in defining, detailing and launching cloud
identity and security for cloud infrastructure
Understand security market needs and solution needs
Use competitive insight and security market knowledge to define and launch
the identity and security for cloud infrastructure to support public, private,
hybrid, cloud environments based on business need
Collaborate with internal stakeholders to define integration and
supportability requirements for solutions using cloud identity and security
Partner with engineering to make architectural choices aimed towards
reusability

Qualifications for principal product management

Example of Principal Product Management Job
Description
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Bachelor’s degree or higher with computer science or engineering
Knowledge of API technology trends and standards
Has built credibility and a reputation for guiding cross-functional teams to
execute on quality deliverables, product requirements document (PRD),
product roadmaps, services statements of work (SOW), pricing models, sales
program plans, marketing plans, sales presentations
At least 2 years of experience working with cross-functional teams to deliver
exceptional consumer experiences and/or core product platforms that power
those experiences
Demonstrated success partnering directly with engineers and data scientists
in agile delivery environment to create a consumer experience powered by a
large dataset


